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Time for our annual catalogue of 

formations reported throughout the 

year. The designs and shapes show no 

sign of retreating or diminishing and 

this year saw some incredibly complex 

geometries and patterns. 

Of course hoaxers were still out and 

about, but as they're now part of the 

phenomena, it's becoming increasingly 

easy to ignore them. They're still too 

egotistical/scared/devious/stupid/well 

paid (delete as you feel applicable) to 

give up and find something more 
constructive to do with their time (is 

there indeed still a conspiracy to 

debunk and muddy the waters of 
serious research?) 

I deliberately don't label formations in 

my International Database as being 

either hoaxed or genuine, simply 

because at the end of the day, no one 

knows for sure. Therefore I always 

strive to provide factual and accurate 

infmmation and scientific evidence. 

That way the reader and enthusiast can 

make up their own minds by examining 

the evidence available. 

As always please feel free to offer any 

corrections or additional information 

on any of the formations listed in my 

database. I compile the information for 

the benefit of everyone, so I endeavour 

to keep it as up to date and accurate as 

possible. However, additional 

information is always appreciated. 

Don't forget that if you have internet 

access, the main database is available 

online at www.cropcircleresearch.com/ 

database 
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Because of the interactive and 
immediate nature of the internet, the 
online copy is always bang up to date 
and contains any changes/updates not 

neccessarily included in this printed 
version. 

The online version also allows you to 
gain full appreciation of Lucy Pringle's 
high quality, full colour photographs of 
most of the UK formations. The 
thumbnail images shown here are only 
representative of the formation and 
hardly do justice to the full-sized images 
which are available online. 

PV 
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The information provided here is as accurate as possible, but due to the vast amount 
of data collected each year, it is impossible for me to verify every single formation, 
although I endeavour to make the fmal database as accurate as possible. Please inform 
me if you spot any mistakes or have any additional information. 

Ref. Date 
(cliekfor created 

moreinjo) 
(if known) 

beOOaa Unknown 

Belgium 

Location/Description Date 
found All dwgrams © Paul Vi&ay unless otherwise stated 

22nd Jul Tielt Winge 

County/ Crop 
State type 

Unknown Wheat 

A formation in two parts: One big circle with three half circles 

around. +/- 6 metres, One little part: three circles connected with 

each other. 

IRCUP would like to thank Stef Andries for his help in the compilation of data from Belgium. 

Ref. Date 
(click for created 

more 
(if irifo) 

known) 

caOOaa Unknown 

Date 

found 

26th 

Jun 

Canada 

Location/Description 
All dwgrams © Paul Vigay unless otherwise stated 

Will mar 
Five rings, each averaging about 25-27' dia 
and about 2' wide. 

caOOab Unknown 16thJul Ashern 

caOOac Unknown 14th 
Aug 

caOOad Unknown 16th 

Aug 

caOOae Unknown 20th 

Aug 

Five doughnut shaped rings, including one 'half-crescent', 

averaging about 15 feet diameter 

Oro-Medonte Township, near Orillia 
A"' of""'"'""'" ..... 

'. 

Ande·lSOI! 
approx 23, 15 and .a 12m diameters 

-
Grenfell, east of Regina 
Formation is a small single circle, only about 10 feet in diameter, in 

mature wheat. What is interesting about this circle however, is the 

lay, which is radial, with the wheat stalks flattened out from the 

centre to the outside edges. A similar pattern was seen in the large 

seven-circle Edmonton, Alberta #2 formation in barley from last 

year. 

Moosomin 
A classic 'dumbbell' formation consisting of 

a large circle and a smaller one, joined by a 

straight pathway. The large circle is approx 
120' dia. and the small one 60'. The pathway 

is approx 40' long and 5' wide. 
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County/ 
State 

Crop 

type 

Saskatchewan Meadow 

Grass 

Manitoba Wild grass 

Ontario Barley/Oats 

Saskatchewan Wheat 

Saskatchewan Wheat 



Crop .Circle� 6t 20:00· 
,·.,, :_)· f _  .. ;,_.

-
.... . 
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caOOaf Unknown 24th 
Aug 

Hazlet 

caOOag Unknown 6th Sep Saskatoon 

caOOah Unknown 6th Sep Saskatoon (2) 

A 22' diameter circle, in duram wheat. Very 

neat and tight clockwise spiral lay pattern, a 
'perfect circle', with no damage to plant 

stalks, entry/exit paths, etc. 

A large ringed circle about 2 miles outside 

the city. 

Random patches of downed crop approx 1 mile from the first 

formation (caOOag) 

caOOa i  Unknown 12th 

Sep 
Viscount 

Two circles approx 45' and 43' dia. about 

100' apart. 

Saskatchewan Wheat 

Saskatchewan Unknown 

Saskatchewan Unknown 

Saskatchewan Wheat 

caOOal Unknown 1st Oct Handsworth Saskatchewan Wheat 

caOOaj 2nd Dec 

caOOak Unknown 

7th Dec 

19th 

Nov 

Single circle in wheat, about 60 feet diameter, with clockwise lay. 

Found by farmer (name withheld for time being) while swathing 

the field at the beginning of October in 2000. The circle is still 
there as the field was swathed around it at the time, and it was 

subsequently left untouched. 

Delta Ontario Ice 

A 15' dia. ring found in ice. The ice is very 

thin and would not support anyone walking 
on it. 

Lac Pelletier Quebec Ice 

A single circle or ring. 

IRCUP would like to thank Paut Anderson of CCCRN for his help in the compilation of data from Canada 

Ref. Date Date 
(click for created found 

moreinfo) 
(if known) 

czOOaa Unknown 12th-18th 

Jun 

Czech Republic 

Location/Description 
All diagrams© Paul Vigay unless otherwise stated 

Krasna Lipa 
. . 

�{;�]�;�_: > 
' 

er - - ;,�r.>p�':f�}'���:.� 

Two concentric circles 

approx 20-30m dia. 

czOOab Unknown 30th Jun Skuhrov nad Belou 
Three circles in a line, joined by paths. 

The inner circle is slightly smaller than 
the outer two. 
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County/ 

State 

Decin 

district 

Crop 

type 

Unknown 

Unknown Wheat 

czOOac Unknown 9thJul Sumperk • Vikyrovice 
A large circle surrounded by a ring 

containing three rings and three circles 

at equidistant, alternating, positions 

su Unknown 

czOOad Unknown 7th Jut Prezletice (between Prezletice and Brazdim) PH Unknown 

czOOae Unknown 13thJul 

A triangular shape containing a circle 

with a ring around it 

Ruda nad Moravou 
Two circles approx 45' dia. and 80' dia. 

Unknown Unknown 

IRCUP would like to thank Jan Cerny for his help in the compilation of d ata from Czech Republic. 

Ref. Date 
(click for created 

info) (if 
known) 

deOOac 8th Jul 

deOOaf ? Jul 

deOOab 14th Jul 

Denmark 

Date Location/Description 
found All diograms@ Paul Vigay unless otherwise stated 

9th Jul Odense 
From ground-level, the quintuplet was impossible to see at any distance, even 
from the edge of the field, and was first seen from a workman's crane. Within 
the 25-meter broad formation, the central circle was 4.3 meters in diameter; then 
2 meters away came a concentric ring ea . . 7 meter thick; then 4 meters away a 
surrounding ring about .5 meter thick; and on this were 4 rings in the 4 

directions, each less than a meter thick. There were numerous geometrical 
irregularities throughout the glygh. All parts were lain counter-clockwise. 

County/ Crop 
State type 

Fyn Wheat 

14th Jul Kjersing Jylland Wheat 

A spiral 100 meters in diameter. The central circle was 4 meters in diameter, the 

path is 1 meter thick, with 6 meters between rows. The circle center was at some 

distance from the tramline. Said to be easily made with a 70 cm. garden-roller 

on a wound-up rope, and then a one-meter stomping board. A similar spiral 

appeared in Denmark in 1998. 

17th Jul Stenmagle Sjrelland Barley 

A circle 8 meters in diameter surrounded by almost 6 meters of standing crop, 

then a 1.5 meter ring. From this a pathway 29 meters long and 1.5 meters wide, 

ending in a circle with a 9-meter diameter. Close to the ring and concentric to it 

were two arcs on the pathway, the second longer than the first. The ring and 
circles were laid clockwise, the arc halves lay was in each their direction from 
the pathway. 

deOOad 27th Jul 27th Jul Onsted s.of Aarhus Jylland Wheat 

3 aligned circles of 72, 38, and 28 meters, joined by two straight 10-meter 

pathways 3 meters wide. A fourth 12-meter circle to the south-west of them. 

s 



Cro·p Clrctes-ot.·2�00 
deOOaa 3rd Aug 4th Aug Borum Jylland Wheat 

Located some 12 km west of Aarhus, this formation 
consists of a large ring connected to a smaller circle via a 
pathway. Three arced sections form a triangular shape 

within the ring. 

deOOae ? Aug 23rd 

Aug 
Greve Sja:lland Wheat 

3 unaligned circles (two of them 23 meters in diameter), the outer two with outer 
rings. Irrespective of tramline positions, the rings were geometrically 
particularly messy. 

IRCUP would like to thank Ron Jonah Ohayv for his help in the compilation of data from Denmark. 

Ref. Date 
(click for more created 

ilf!o) 
(if known) 

Date 

found 

France 

Location/Description 
All dwgrams © Paul Vigay unless otherwise stated 

County/ 

State 

Crop 

type 

frOOaa Unknown 11 thJun Perigord Southwest Unknown 

Ref. Date Date 

created found 
(if 

known) 

A formation approx 100 yards long. More information 

to follow 

Germany 

Location/Description 
All diograms © Paul Vigay unless otherwise stated 

geOOaa Unknown 1st May Burghasungen, nr Kassel 

geOOab Unknown 

geOOaj Unknown 

geOOac Unknown 

geOOak Unknown 

11th 

May 

14th 

May 

17th 

May 

20th 

May 

Two circles with a curved path joining ..... 

them. The larger circle has some 
standing crop and an unusual layering. · 

There is a grapeshot circle with a • 

• 

standing centte and three additional 

(slightly smaller) grapeshot circles. 

Gut Rangen, nr Kassel, Zierenberg 
A single circle approx 8-lOm dia. 

Ehmen, nr Braunschweig 
Several small circles with the largest approx 5m dia. 

Zierenberg 2 
A circular formation consisting of a ring with several 

flattened areas in it and a squiggly path off one end. It loosely 

resembles a 'jellyfish' or 'tadpole' shape. 

Niederrhein 
Three rings forming a triangular 

configuration with a small ring in the 

centre and a large ring surrounding the 

whole formation 
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geOOad Unknown 

geOOae Unknown 

geOOaf Unknown 

24th 
May 

25th 

May 

25th 

May 

geOOag Unknown 25th 

May 

Martinhagen/Ehlen 
A 'flower of life' shaped formation, in the same field as the 

spiral formation of 1999. (ref.geOOaa) 

Elfershausen/Melsungen, Ostheimer Senke 
Unknown 

Kedingshagen/Stralsund 
A large circle with four small grapshot 

circles and two paths protruding from 

opposite sides 

Brandshagen/Stralsund 
A circle with a ring around it and a 

number of straight paths leading 
outwards from the center. 

• 

geOOah Unknown 3rd Jun Schmedshagen/Stralsund 
A ring with two paths leading from it with 

several smaller lines and marks. 

Hessen 

Hessen 

Mecklenburg
Vorpommern 

Mecklenburg

Vorpommern 

Mecklenburg

Vorpommern 

Unknown 

Unknown 

Unknown 

Unknown 

Unknown 



Ref. 

maOOaa 

Ref. 

Date Date 

created found 
(if known) 

Unknown 14th May 

Date Date 

Malaysia 

Location/Description 
All dwgrams ©Paul Vigay unless otherwise 

stated 

Kampung Gobek 
A 'Y' shaped depression found following a UFO 
sighting 

The Netherlands 

Location/Description 

created found 
(if known) 

All dwgrams ©Paul Vigay unless otherwise stated 

neOOaa Unknown 21st Apr Hoeven 
Nine circles arranged in the shape of a cross, with a smaller 
additional grapeshot circle. The largest circle was approx 30' 

dia 

neOOab Unknown 1st Jun Ubachsberg, nr Heerlen 
A circle with a crescent inside it and two • 
small rings outside the main circle. A smaller Q _ . 0 
ci'd' H� to "" <id< of on< of th< rin!l'. � 

neOOac Unknown 16th Jun Hoeven 
Five circles in two groups • 

• 
• 

• 
• 

neOOad Unknown 4th Jut Barendrecht, nr Rotterdam 

Ref. 

noOOaa 

Date 
created 

(if known) 

Jul 

Date 
found 

Three circles forming a triangular formation 

--
-

Norway 

Location/Description 
All dwgrams ©Paul Vigay unless otherwise stated 

22nd Jul Halset gArd 
A large with a concentric ring around it. A straight, 
narrow pathway leads from the main circle to a 
small circle at the end of it. 
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County/ 

State 

Kelantan 

state 

County/ 

State 

Crop 

type 

Marshland 

Crop 

type 

Noord-Brabant Grass 

Limburg Wheat 

Noord-Brabant Unknown 

Unknown Unknown 

County/ 
State 

Purnes 

Crop 
type 

Unknown 

Ref. 

pgOOaa 

Ref. 

ruOOaa 

Ref. 

Portugal 

Date Date Location/Description 

created found All dwgrams ©Paul Vigay unless otherwise 

(if known) stated 

Unknown 21st Jilll 

Date Date 

created found 
(if known) 

Unknown 24th Jun 

Date Date 

created found 
(if known) 

Simple circles and rings 

Russia 

Location/Description 
All dwgrams ©Paul Vigay unless otherwise stated 

Yuzhnoye 
Four circles, one 20m in dia. with three outer circles (approx 

5-7m dia.) with a clockwise swirl 

Slovenia 

Location/Description 
All dwgrams@ Paul Vigay unless otherwise stated 

County/ Crop 

State type 

Ribatejo Unknown 

region 

County/ Crop 

State type 

Stavropol Barley 

Territory 

County/ Crop 

State type 

slOOaa Unknown 25th Pecarovci M.Sobota Barley 
Jun Two circles, one round ring in diameter of 32 meters 

(cca. 1 meter thick), the center circle of 8 meters in 
diameter; all the grain lied down in left direction (the 
opposite of the clock), all the grain undamaged; the 
border between the wheat and the barley passes right 
through the center of the small circle. This is the first 

crop circle known in Slovenia!! 

slOOab Unknown lOthJul Gradin 

Ref. Date 

created 
(if known) 

spOOaa ? Mar 

Date 

found 

It is two formations in grass in the shape of number 

8. Both are around 15 metres lenghtwise and around 

7 metres across. The grass in one circle of the eight 
is laid down clocwise, the other the opposite. 

Spain 

Location/Description 
All dwgrams ©Paul Vigay unless otherwise stated 

11th Mar Els Omellons, nr Las Garrigues 
Two large rings approx 85' and 118' in diameter, each 

with a small standing circle in the centre. The newspaper 

El Periodico claimed that they were hoaxes though. 
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0 
() 

Istria Grass 

County/ Crop 

State type 

Barcelona Wheat 



United Kingdom 
April 

Ref. Date Date Location/Description 

created found 
(if kMwn) 

All diagrams @ Paul Vigay unless otherwise stated 

ukOOaa ?Apr lOth Apr Danebury Hill Fort, south of Andover 
A rough looking formation approx 201' long. A 
sort of 'shell' shape with a path leading away 

from it. Very obvious damage and 'cutting' to 
stems. 

ukOOab Unknown 25th Apr Farningham 

ukOOac Unknown 26th Apr CherhHI 

Ref. Date Date 

A standing 

triangular shape 
surrounded by a 

circle. 

A circle containing a 
triangle of standing 
crop and a small 
pointed triangle to one 
side. 

May 

Location /Description 

ea 

created found 
(if known) 

All diagrams C Paul Vigay unless otherwise stated 

' 

County/ Crop Grid 

State type ref. 

Hampshire Oilseed SU 

Kent 

rape 329379 

Oilseed TQ 

rape 554670 

Wiltshire Oilseed 

rape 

su 
042697 

County/ 

State 

Crop 

type 

Grid 

ref. 

ukOOad 13th May 14th Furze Hill, nr Lockeridge Wiltshire Oilseed SU 
May 

ukOOae Unknown 14th 
May 

ukOOam Unknown 15th 
May 

A triangular formation � 
approx 50' along two sides 
with the third approx 2/3rds 
the length. 

Wrotham, nr Farningham 
Descnbed as a 300' 'Celtic knot' formation. 

Seaton, nr Corby 
Unknown- awaiting confirmation 
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rape 124648 

Kent Barley TQ 
585605 

Leicestershire Unknown Unknown 

ukOOaf Unknown 20th 

May 

ukOOag Unknown 20th 
May 

ukOOah Unknown 20th 

May 

ukOOai Unknown 22nd 
May 

ukOOak Unknown 27th 

May 

ukOOaj 30{3lst 31st 
May May 

ukOOal Unknown 31st 

May 

ukOObe Unknown ?May 

East Field, Alton Barnes 
A pentagonal star 

® 
based upon six fold 
geometry 

Stantonbury Hill, nr Bristol 
A series of circles of increasing size, forming a large ring. 
Diagram and photo coming soon! 

Morestead 
A IMgocirel< �oodol � 
by eight varying sized •• 
smaller circles. Around 
the whole formation is a ... 
thin outline ring. Approx • 
60'dia • •• 

Wouldham, nr Rochester 
Three triangles of increasing size. Possibly approx 3 weeks old 
when found 

A31 nr Cheesefoot Head 
Two concentric 

0 
rings with 
'scallops' inside 
the perimeter 
ring. 

Lockeridge 
Three overlapping rings with an equilateral 

® 
trianle intersecting them. An outer ring 
surrounds the whole formation. There are 
two groups of grapshot circles at opposite 
ends of the formation. 

Winsbury Hill, nr Bristol 
Nine large circles forming an 'S' shape, with two IZ smaller circles between the top and bottom curves 

41 
W arnford area 

A flower type design consisting of six 
partially overlapping rings. 
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Wiltshire Barley su 

115627 

Avon Barley ST 
667633 

Hampshire Barley su 
513249 

Kent Oats Unknown 

Hampshire Winter su 
wheat 553300 

Wiltshire Wheat su 
131666 

Avon Barley ST 
666631 

Hampshire Oilseed Unknown 
rape 



Ref. Date Date 

created found 
(if 

known) 

June 
Location/Description 

All diagrams @ Paul Vigay unless otherwise stated 

ukOOan 1st Jun 2nd Jun West Kennett Longbarrow, nr Silbury Hill 

�c��g��:
ta

p::! 

e within its perimeter 
and a triangle of thin 
paths within. 

ukOOao Unknown 8th Jun Grafton Down, south of Wexcombe, nr Burbage 

ukOOap Unknown 11th 
Jun 

ukOOaq Unknown 11th 
Jun 

ukOOaz Unknown 13th 
Jun 

ukOOar Unknown 13th 
Jun 

ukOOas Unknown 15th 
Jun 

ukOOat Unknown 18th 
Jun 

A three point design ).. 
consisting of 10 
incrementally sized 
circles in each 'arm'. 

=:::�: • 
An eight pointed star (f) 
in a circle 

follow � 

Silbury Hill, nr Avebury 
Circle containing a -
hexagonal

. 
s�ape, in 

turn contammg a 
triangle with a circle in 
the middle of that. 
More details to follow 

Wakeley, nr Corby 
A series of circles or crescents spanning 5 trarnlines 

Pack Lane, nr Kempshott (Basingstoke) 
Aflow��bopol � ::=•PP'" 23« � 

A single circle with two rings around it. A 
possible 'signature' lies just to the outside of 
the main formation 

A vebury Trusloe 
A complex formation consisting of a 
grid-like pattern within a circle. The 
overall effect gives a 3D 'stretched net' 
impression. 
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County/ Crop 
State type 

Wiltshire Unknown 

Wiltshire Barley 

Wiltshire Barley 

Wiltshire Barley 

Northampton Barley 

Hampshire Barley 

Grid 

ref. 

su 
103678 

su 
266581 

su 
093689 

su 
093689 

SP 
955988 

su 
598510 

Northumberland Barley Unknown 

Wiltshire Barley su 
080713 

ukOOau Unknown 

ukOObd ?18th Jun 

ukOOaw Unknown 

ukOOax Unknown 

18th 
Jun 

26th 
Jun 

18th 
Jun 

18th 
Jun 

ukOOay Unknown Jun 

ukOOav Unknown 

ukOOba Unknown 

19th 
Jun 

24th 
Jun 

ukOObb Unknown 25th 
Jun 

ukOObc Unknown 26th 
Jun 

Acomplex 8 
formation consisting . 
of a circle containing 
15 standing 
triangular segments. 

Nr Cuffley Railway Station 
A large isosceles triangle approx 150' containing an additional 
triangle and circle of standing crop. 

Morcott, nr Uppingham 
A large ring containing a circle approx l(l ---G. 
the dia. and touching the ring. Six additional 
circles lay outside the main ring, forming • quite a large formation. · 

•• 
@F.Silva • 

Market Harborough, nr Dingley 
A number of circles with crescents. 

Brighurst, nr Corby 
An irregular formation, possibly several 
weeks old when discovered. 

South Field, Alton Priors 

�;t. 
••••• 

8 ©Freckly Silva 

A large ring containing 
16 'scalloped' 
semi-circular 'petals' 
around the 
circumference and a 
smaller inner circle. 

Straight paths join the middle of the inner scallop edges with the 
center circle, giving a 'petalled' effect. 

Eynesford, Darenth Valley, nr Dartford 
A large circle of varying sized circles; three 
large circles with smaller circles between 
them, forming a large circle. 

Two concentric rings approx 8' wide with 
a total dia. of approx 80'. 

A rather irregular single circle. 

Wiltshire Barley su 
061672 

Hertfordshire Wheat Unknown 

Leicestershire Unknown Unknown 

Leicestershire Unknown Unknown 

Leicestershire Barley SP 

Wiltshire 

844922 

Unknown SU 
121620 

Kent Unknown Unknown 

Wiltshire 

Wiltshire 

Wheat SU 
080628 

Unknown Unknown 



ukOObj Unknown ?Jun Lippen Lane, Warnford 
Unknown 

ukOObf Unknown 27th 

Jun 
Bishop Cannings, nr Devizes 

An elaborate formation based upon an 
eight pointed star. 

Hampshire 

Wiltshire 

ukOObg Unknown 26th 

Jun 
Ml, Jnctn38 nr Barnsley (possibly nr West Bretton, West Yorkshire 

nr Kexborough) 

ukOObh Unknown 30th 
Jun 

A large circle containing a square and possibly two offset 
parallelograms. More info to follow 

East Compton, nr Shepton Mallett 
A circle surrounded by a wide crescent 

Somerset 

Barley Unknown 

Wheat su 
033648 

Wheat Unknown 

Unknown ST 
606414 

ukOObi 28th Jun 30th Fawdon, nr Newcastle upon Tyne Northumberland Wheat Unknown 
Jun A crop formation has appeared close 

to the South botlrld carriage way of 

the A I near Fa wdon, which is situated 
close to the city of Newcastle upon 

tyne, it is an oval formation over 30 
mtts in diameter, it has an oblong 

coming off one part of it 4 mtrs x 11 
mtts, the lay of the crop looks very good, with hardly any damaged 

stems in it, I doni think it has been made very long, the floor pattern 
is very good, it appears to have 2 centtes. 

ukOObk --- ?Jun Cheriton 

Ref. 

ukOObl 

Unknown- awaiting more info- possibly a second reporting of 
formation ukOObl 

July 

Date Date Location/Description 

created found All diagrams© Paul Vigay unkss otherwise stated 

(if 
known) 

1st Jul Stephen's Castle Down 
Complex looking e· • ·. 

formation 

consisting of 

expanding circles. 

ukOObm -- 1st Jul Milk Hill, nr Alton Barnes 
A complex six 

fold 'star' 

formation 
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Hampshire 

County/ 

State 

Hampshire 

Wiltshire 

Barley Unknown 

Crop 

type 

Oats 

Wheat 

Grid 

ref. 

su 
560218 

su 
103634 

ukOObn --

ukOObr 

ukOObo --

ukOOdz --

ukOObp --

ukOObq --

ukOOcf 7th Jul 

ukOOcg 7th Jul 

ukOObs --

ukOObt --

ukOObu --

ukOObv --

2nd Jul 

2nd Jul 

5th Jul 

East Kennett 
A very complex (and impressive) looking grid of squares. 1600 
squares are formed giving the impression of a woven effect. 

Asthall, nr Burford 
Two single circles, one approx 80' dia. and the other 50' dia 

Knowlton Rings 
This report appears to be just wind damage. However, the area is 

being monitored because it 'felt' right. 

Wiltshire 

Oxfordshire 

Dorset 

Unknown su 
111676 

Wheat SP 

290118 

Unknown Unknown 

5th Jul Hartlebury, nr Kiddminster Herefordshire Wheat Unknown 

6th Jul 

6thJul 

Two single circles, one approx 40' dia. and the other approx 15' 

dia 

Dartington 
A series of letters, forming the word 'COCK'- presumably 

indicating it's status as a hoax. The letters are approx 42' high and 

4.6 wide. It appeared to be quite old when discovered 

Opposite Silbury Hill 
A circle with two 

smaller circles 

either side, forming 
a line of three 

circles 

·e· 

Devon 

Wiltshire 

18thJul Deacon Hill, nr Hitchin Hertfordshire 

A circle with a ttiangular path around it. A single ring surrounds 
the whole formation 

18th Jul Deacon Hill, nr Hitch in Hertfordshire 

A circle with two curved paths bounding it on either side. 

Additional paths span either side of the formation and join at top 
and bottom. Two smaller circles lie just outside the top and bottom 

of the formation 

9th Jul Honey Street 
A ring containing a • 
number of flattened 

. 

circle segments and • •• 
three small outer 

circles 

Wiltshire 

Barley Unknown 

Wheat su 
099684 

Wheat TL 

128295 

Wheat TL129302 

Wheat SU 

098617 

12thJul Alton Barnes Wiltshire Unknown Unknown 

An elaborate 'basket 

weave' type 

formation. There are 

additionally nine 

smaller grapeshot 

circles arranged in 

0 

two parallel lines off the main formation. o• 

13th Jul Avebury Avenue 

0 •• 
0 �eddy Si�'!! 

1990's style dumbbell. This is probably part 

of formation ukOObv 

13thJul Avebury Avenue 

1990's style �� dumbbell with a • !!I • 
half ring around one 

circle. More info ASAP 

15 

Wiltshire Wheat Unknown 

Wiltshire Wheat Unknown 



ukOObw ---

ukOObx ---

ukOOby ---

ukOObz ---

ukOOca ---

ukOOcb ---

ukOOcc ---

ukOOcd ---

14th Jul West Stowell, underneath Knap Hill 
A six petalled * 
'flower' type design. �, 
The farmer does not ' 

want visitors to this 
formation, so please 
respect his wishes 
An additional report 

is available for this formation 

15th Jul East Ken nett 
A complex 
formation consisting 
of a large circle 
containing smaller 
circles with a 'heart' 
shaped centre. 
Approx 300' dia. 

® ; . . . . . . 
15th Jul Corhampton, nr Petersfield 

Seven overlapping rings in a circular 
orientation, with an eigth ring overlapping 
them all in the centre. 

15th Jul Bishop's Sutton, nr New Alresford 

15th Jul 

16th Jul A vebury 

ring. 

An elaborate formation consisting of 
'scallop' semi-circles around a central ring 
and crescent. 

Priors 
A petalled design -
consisting of three 
partially overlapped · 

circles with six 
'petals', three long 
and three short in an 
alternating pattern. 

A ring disected into @ 
three by three curved 

. 

'petals' emanating 
from the centre. At 
the end of each petal 
there is a small circle 
on the outside of the 

16th Jul Old Shaw, Lockeridge 

inside it. 

A wide ring 
containing standing 
crop. The inner, 
standing crop has 
seven small circles 

and 5 small 
grapeshot circles 

nr Stanton St.Bernard 
A large circle with two 
smaller circles adjacent 
to it, resembling a 'teddy 
bear' head 
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Wiltshire 

Wiltshire 

Hampshire 

Hampshire 

Wiltshire 

Wiltshire 

Wiltshire 

Wheat SU 

122634 

Unknown Unknown 

Unknown Unknown 

Wheat su 
602314 

Unknown Unknown 

Unknown SU 

114702 

Wheat SU 

128649 

Wiltshire Unknown Unknown 

ukOOce --

ukOOch --

ukOOci --

ukOOeo --

ukOOcj --

ukOOck --

ukOOcl --

ukOOcrn --

ukOOcn --

ukOOco --

18thJul Strawberry Hill, West Lavington 
Numerous rings approx 30' dia. each 
overlapping each other forming a 
parallelogram shape approx 250' dia. 

18th Jul West Amesbury, nr Stonehenge 
A formation alongside the A303. A series of 
ever-increasing sized circles, resembling a 
'thought bubble' •.. ...., 

8th Jul Great Shelford, nr Cambridge 
1 large circle again below it large circle with outer ring plus two 
smaller circles to the top right & the top left of larger circle above 

15th Jul Little Bowen, nr Market Harborough 
Three aligned circles, two with rings, with various adjacent and 
connected features. Less than half a mile from the 'Dingley' 
formation. Very impressive and neatly constructed, with nice floor 
patterns. No obvious signs of damage to the pictogram or the 
surrounding crop. Noticed the formation 12 August, visited it 19 
August. 

19th Jul Woodborough 
A ring containing 
three segments of 

standing crop and a 
central, smaller, ring 

19th Jul Green Lane, Avebury 
A circle with a short curved path joining at a � 
tangent. A small circle lays just off the end of 
thepath 

... 
19th Jul White Hill, nr Lockeridge Dene 

A large ring @ 
containing three 
petal segments with 
alternating sections . 
of standing crop in 
the centre 

Milton Lilbourne 
A celtic cross of a 0 
thin ring with four 
equidistant circles. ""-What makes this V 
formation 
interesting is that it 
is centred around a 

neolithic round barrow, which effectively forms the fifth 'circle' in 
the centre. 

20th Jul Blandford Forum 

22nd 

Jul 

Three large circles in the shape of a triangle 

An additional report is available for this formation 

Knoll Down, nr Avebury Trusloe 
A series of intersecting radial lines 
from two centre points, resembling a 
'rippling' effect. Nicknamed the 
'magnetic field' or 'Moire' formation. 
An additional report is available for this 
formation 

Wiltshire Wheat su 
093616 

Wiltshire Unknown Unknown 

Cambridgeshire Wheat Unknown 

Leicestershire Wheat 752863 

Wiltshire Unknown Unknown 

Wiltshire Unknown Unknown 

Wiltshire Unknown Unknown 

Wiltshire Unknown Unknown 

Dorset 

Wiltshire 

Barley Unknown 

Wheat su 
ff79700 



j·,.:'y��,��:���S;f?.f���!;;)t;J 
ukOOcp ---
ukOOcx ---
ukOOcq ---
ukOOcr ---
ukOOcs ---
ukOOct ---
ukOOcu ---
ukOOcv 

ukOOcw ---

21st Jul Bottom of Dun stable Downs 
A double-ringed circle 

®. 
with four small 
grapeshot circles at 
sqaured corners of the 
outer ring. 

22nd Denton, nr Newhaven 
Jul Five circles forming an approximate semi-circular •• design, with the outer circles larger than the inner • 

ones 

•• 
23rd Jul Hodson, nr Chisel don 

An ellipse within a 

(I) 
ring, with two 
crescents within the 
ellipse, resembling 
an 'eye'. In the same 
field as formation 

ukOOcr 

23rd Jul Hodson, nr Chisel don 
A large, double-ring 

0 
formation. In the same 
field as formation 
ukOOcq 

23rd Jul West Tistead 
An irregular series of 

~ 
paths giving a 'pastry 
cutter' effect. 

20th Jul Telegraph Hill, Icknield Way 
A three sided pyramid with a circle in the 

~ 
centre, bounded by a ring on the outside 

23rd Jul Uffington White Horse, nr Woolstone 
Several circles of 

~ 
increasing diameter, 
resembling a 'speech 
bubble'. The largest 
circle of which has a 
number of curved paths 
inside it 

23rd JuJ Whitchurch, nr Bristol 
Four circles 

23rd Jul Silbury Hill 

one of the stars. 

A fwo-poin<od•W e 
shaped formation, 
comprised of five · 

smaller five pointed 
stars. Note that 
there is an error in 
the construction of 

Bedfordshire Wheat Unknown 

East Sussex Unknown Unknown 

Wiltshire Wheat Unknown 

Wiltshire Wheat Unknown 

Hampshire Wheat su 
678289 

Bedfordshire Wheat Unknown 

Oxfordshire Wheat su 
301873 

Somerset Unknown Unknown 

Wiltshire Unknown Unknown 

ukOOdh ---
ukOOcy ---
ukOOcz ---
ukOOda ---
ukOOeh ---
ukOOdl ---
ukOOdb ---

ukOOei 

ukOOeq ---

23rd Jul Chaffeymoor, nr Win canton 
A simple circle approx 49' dia. The swirl is 
clockwise and the centre was quite 
impressive, showing layering 

24th Jul 

~ 
25th Jul Bishop Cannings 

Five overlapping 

(@ 
rings, each 
appearing to 'go 
behind' the others. 
The 'top' ring has 
two curved paths 
bisecting it with a 

small flattened circle in the centre 

25th Jul North Down, Beckhampton 
A flattened circle 

@ 
with an outer ring. 

Joining the centre 
circle with the ring 
are eleven curved 
paths, giving the 
overall impression 

of 'orange segments 

27th Jul Plumpton, nr Lewes 
A very rough looking formation consisting of a central circle with 
a ring around it and five surrounding circles; three of them with 
wider rings around them. 

28th Jul Telegraph Hill, Icknield Way 
A •� ''""'' '"' wi<h ·� •m•ll""lli" *" 
circles. One of the outer circles has an 
•ddi<ioool oouby ''"'' wi<h .� •m•ll •wi<k. · • 

29th Jul Kennford Kenn, Holden Hill nr Exeter 
A 'oodi•io"'l' •�lo pi«og<= 1 
approx 280' long and 82' wide, 
consisting of two circles joined by a 
path. Either side of the path are tl ll parallel bars and one circle has a 
ring around it. 

-
OOoo� 

8shop 

29th Jul Barton Down, nr Old Eagle 
Three circles in a row. 

29th Jul Stanton Bridge (2), nr Stanton St.Bernard 
A small circle with two rings around it. Four , additional circles lead away from the formation 
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:;:\,:9t�#'); Circles of 2000 
Somerset Wheat Unknown 

Wiltshire Wheat Unknown 

Wiltshire Wheat Unknown 

Wiltshire Wheat Unknown 

East Sussex Wheat Unknown 

Bedfordshire Wheat Unknown 

Devon Wheat sx 
909853 

Wiltshire Wheat Unknown 

Wiltshire Wheat Unknown 



ukOOdc --

ukOOdd --

ukOOde 28th/29th 
Jul 

ukOOdf --

ukOOdj 

ukOOdk --

ukOOdv --

ukOOdu --

30th Jul Rough Down, nr Marlborough 
A circle with two little 'tadpole' type curved 

~ 
paths leading from it and a third path with 
two semi-circles 

30th Jul Etchilhampton 
A single circle with a ring around it 

30th Jul lstead Rise, nr Gravesend 
A six pointed star 
type design. For each 
of the diamonds, if 
the diagonals are 
drawn in each 
diamond, then the 

wheat in each quadrant is groomed so that it 

lies parallel with its nearest edge. 

8 
• ... -

. 
. 

l' ... 

30th Jul Blackland (Morgan's Hill), nr Calne 

design. 

30th Jul Dodworth, nr Barnsley 

�rmat��n �� 
compnsmg 

� 

various 
circles 
divided by lines. The middle one 
seems to contain a celtic knot-work 

A series of triangular shapes within a ring 

30th Jul Dodworth, nr Barnsley 
A ring with a series of intersecting curves outside it and a second 
ring enclosing the whole formation 

30th Jul Culver Down, nr Bembridge 
Two circles swirled clockwise. The large one is approx 60-1(] dia. 
and the small one was approx 20' dia. The lay was rather messy 

3 1st Jul nr Charminster 
A circle approx 36' dia with another circle nearby. More info to 
follow 

August 

Ref. Date Date 
created found 

(if 

Location/Description 
AU diagrams © Paul Vigay unkss otherwise stated 

known) 

ukOOdg 1st Aug Allington 
Another complex formation, based upon 
three and six fold geometry. 
An additional report is available for this 
formation 
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Wiltshire 

Wiltshire 

Kent 

Wiltshire 

South 
Yorkshire 

South 
Yorkshire 

Isle of Wight 

Dorset 

County/ 
State 

Wiltshire 

Unknown 

Wheat 

Wheat 

Wheat 

Wheat 

Wheat 

Wheat 

Unknown 

su 
177709 

Unknown 

TQ 
636708 

su 
0 18678 

Unknown 

Unknown 

Unknown 

Crop Grid 
type ref. 

Unknown Unknown 

ukOOdi 30th Jul 

ukOOdrn ---

ukOOdn ---

ukOOdx 5th Aug 

ukOOdo 7th Aug 

ukOOdp 7th Aug 

ukOOdq 7th Aug 

2nd 
Aug 

Bishop's Sutton 
' /�;__;�.-!\� Six circle segments 

equally spaced 

around a central 
circle and ring ·�· � 

3rd Aug Giant's Grave, nr Oare 
A triangular shaped A formation based 
upon three sets of 

rings. There is • 
another fatal error 

in the construction 
of this formation. 

One of the outer rings is completely flattened whereas the other 
two have curved paths joining them. 

5th Aug Cherhill 
An elaborate 

formation based 
upon 1 1  fold 

geometry. 

An additional 
report is 

available for this formation 

5th Aug Farm World, Erddig, nr Wrexham 
A series of circular rings based on pentagonal geometry, 
commissioned by the UK television company Channel 4 and 

constructed by The Circlemakers - although we wonder why 

they've failed to release any aerial photos - perhaps it didn't go as 
well as they planned. 

7th Aug Horton 

7th Aug All Cannings 

: A circle with a ring 

@ 
around it. A small ring 
with a standing 

pentagram is within 
part of the ring 

A ring with six 

® 
semi-circular 'petals' 
around the outside 

and a miniture 
version of the whole 

formation within the 
inner ring. 

7th Aug Windmill Hill (2), nr A vebury Trusloe 

very pleasing formation. 

A circle joined to a small 
circle disected by two 

paths and a very thin 
ring. A larger central 

circle and a figure of 
eight pattern made this a 

A report on this formation is available on Dr Jonathan Sherwood's 
site. 
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Hampshire Wheat 

Wiltshire Wheat 

Wiltshire Barley 

Clwyd, Wales Wheat 

Wiltshire Wheat 

Wiltshire Unknown 

Wiltshire Barley 

su 
6013 14 

su 
162629 

su 
1 62629 

UnknoWJ 

su 
057632 

su 
079623 

su 
088709 



. �i�·.,�lt��j�:,��'.:-' 
ukOOdr 7th Aug 7th Aug Beckhampton Wiltshire Wheat su 

Two small circles with a short, ragged looking path •• 074697 

coming off at 90 degrees from one of them. In the 
same field as the 'magnetic field' formation (ukOOco) 

ukOOds --- 7th Aug Broadbury Banks nr Charlton (south of Wiltshire Unknown Unknown 

Woodborough) 
A circle with seven curved arms curving out 
from the centre, bounded by a wide ring. 

ukOOdt --- 7th Aug Pewsey (below the white horse Wiltshire Unknown Unknown 

A circle with a thin crescent inside it (-�) Outside that lies a thin ring with an 

additional circle in it Three standing 
pentagonal star shapes are in the large circle. \ . / This formation appears to be a development 
of the one at Horton (ukOOdo). '-._/ 

ukOOdw --- 7th Aug Broadbury Banks (2), nr Charlton (south of Wiltshire Wheat Unknown 

Woodborough) 
A single circle with a ring around it 8 

ukOOdy 8th Aug 8th Aug All Cannings Wiltshire Unknown Unknown 

A circle containing 0 a nine pointed star 
of standing crop, 

containing a 
flattened circle in 

the centre. The 
flattened crop 

between the points contained an elaborate swirl 

ukOOej --- l Oth Halewick Park, Sompting West Sussex Unknown Unknown 

Aug A formation comprising of six outer 'petals' 

@ 
with three inner ones 

ukOOea --- 1 1 th Martinsell Hill, nr Clench Wiltshire Wheat Unknown 

Aug A formation 

8 
comprising ten 
circles surrounding 

a small inner circle 
and two rings. 

Close to the other 

Giant's Grave formation (ukOOdrn) 

ukOOeb --- 12th Windmill Hill (3), nr Avebury Trusloe Wiltshire Unknown Unknown 

Aug A circle with a thin spiral of standing crop inside it "'· 
and a number of smaller circles outside 

;, 

e 
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ukOOek --- lOth 
Aug 

ukOOec 13th 

Aug 

ukOOed 13th 

Aug 

ukOOee --- 13th 

Aug 

ukOOef --- 13th 

Aug 

ukOOeg --- 13th 
Aug 

ukOOel 13th 

Aug 

ukOOep --- 14th 

Aug 

ukOOem --- 15th 

Aug 

ukOOen --- 16th 

Aug 

ukOOey 16th 

Aug 

ukOOez --- 16th 

Aug 

ukOOer --- 16th 

Aug 

Patcham, nr Brighton 
A formation comprising of two semi-circular X 'necklace' rings each comprising 1 1  circles 

increasing in size towards the centre. The large 
centre circle is 'shared' between the two 
necklaces 

nr Henley on Thames 
Unknown - awaiting more information, three formations reported 

Nr Warminster 
Unconfirmed report. No details yet! 

Chilbolton 

Woodborough 

An elaborate fractal �· • • 

formation created • • , 

from overlapping : 0 . 

circles. �ght next • 
·. : 

to the radio mast. • • 

• 

, 

. . . .  

An 1 1/22 fold geometrical design based upon 2 2  intersecting 

curves originating from equal points around the inner circle. 

Broadbury Banks (3), nr Charlton (south of 

Woodborough) 
A formation in the same field as 

formation ukOOds comprising a central 

circle divided into curved segments and 
three outlying circles arranged in a 

triangular formation. A thin ring goes 

around each outlying circle and a thin 
ring goes through each outer circle around the main formation. 

Broadstreet, nr Maidstone 
A complex formation comprising a six fold petal design. 

Dodworth, nr Barnsley 
A circle containing a grid of lines, leaving rows of squares of 

standing crop. In the same field as an earlier formation (ukOOdk) 

Moulsecoomb, nr Falmer 
Another rough design, this time comprising an ellipse shape and 

some curved paths 

Stanton Bridge (3), nr Stanton St.Bernard 
Six circles in a rough line with a larger, 

seventh circle at one end. A smaller 

grapeshot just to the side between the large 
circle and the row of smaller ones 

Pegsdon (1 ) 

• 

• • 

• •  
• • 

Two thin rings bounding a six petalled flower type design 

Pegsdon (2) 
An elaborate formation comprising an eye bounded by two offset 

square rings and outer semi-circular rings. Looks pretty poor 

quality 

Shaw Hill, north of Ludgershall 
A central circle with three paths of 

decreasing sized circles emanating from it in 

a triangular formation 
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••• 
...... 
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East Sussex Barley Unknown 

Berkshire Unknown Unknown 

Wiltshire Unknown Unknown 

Hampshire Unknown su 

392385 

Wiltshire Unknown Unknown 

Wiltshire Wheat Unknown 

Kent Unknown Unknown 

South Yorkshire Unknown Unknown 

East Sussex Wheat Unknown 

Wiltshire Wheat Unknown 

Hertfordshire Wheat Unknown 

Hertfordshire Wheat Unknown 

Wilts ire Wheat Unknown 



ukOOfa 

ukOOtb ---

ukOOes ---

ukOOet ---

ukOOfd ---

ukOOev ---

ukOOeu 24thAug 

ukOOew ---

ukOOex ---

ukOOfc ---

17th 
Aug 

18th 
Aug 

19th 
Aug 

19th 

Keymer, nr Hassocks 
Three single circles, two small and one larger 

Boothferry Bridge, nr Hull 
A large ring with three circle/ring arrangements around it's 
circumference, similar to planetary orbits 

Windmill Hill (4), nr Avebury Trusloe 
A circle with seven grapeshot circles nearby. Two pairs 
of grapeshot are joined so it looks like five circles from 
a distance 

•• 
• 

• 
Windmill Hill (5), nr Avebury Trusloe 

Aug An elliptical circle with two smaller grapeshot 
circles nearby 

2 1st 
Aug 

22nd 
Aug 

25th 
Aug 

25th 
Aug 

27th 
Aug 

29th 
Aug 

• 

• 
Earsdon 
Approx 7 circles with pathways linking them. Possibly a month 
old when discovered. 

Jack & Jill, nr Hassocks 
A central circle bounded by 13 circles ranging from small to large 
back to small again around the perimeter 

West Overton Hill 
A "claimed" hoax 
(allegedly made to 
demonstrate to 
Whitley Strieber 
hoaxers skills at 
making a complex 
formation). It 

consists of a seven pointed star with some internal standing 
segments. 

Nr Porlock 
A single circle bounded by three smaller grapeshot circles 
arranged in a triangular formation 

Cherhill 

East Kennett 

A 'comic alien' design below the white 
horse. 

A single circle in the corner of the same field as the 'heart' 
formation and the 'grid' formation. 

West Sussex Unknown Unknown 

Humberside Wheat Unknown 

Wilts ire Unknown Unknown 

Wilts ire Unknown Unknown 

Northumberland Wheat Unknown 

West Sussex Unknown Unknown 

Wiltshire 

Somerset 

Wiltshire 

Wiltshire 

Wheat SU 
13067 1  

Unknown Unknown 

Wheat SU 
046698 

Wheat Unknown 

IRCUP would like to thank everyone who has given us permission to reproduce 
their photographs, especially Lucy Pringle,  to whom we owe a big thank you for 
supplying all the wonderful photographs of UK formations. Full colour versions are 
available on her web page at http:/ /home.clara.net/lucypringle/ or you can order 
originals from Lucy Pringle, 5 Town Lane, Sheet, nr Petersfield, Hampshire. 
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Ref. Date 
created 

(if known) 

usOOaa Unknown 

usOOac Unknown 

Date 
found 

24th 
Apr 

22nd 
May 

usOOab Unknown 6th Jun 

usOOag Unknown 29th 
Jun 

USA 

Location/Description 
All diagrams !Cl Paul Vigay unless otherwise stated 

Milan 
A formation of lines and circles. 
An additional report is available for this formation 

Roanoke 

Bainbridge 

A randomly downed crop formation, but a lot of 
the crop exlubit some of the signs of the genuine 
phenomenon 

A circle with a ring around 
it with two paths protruding 
on either side. One path 
ends in a small circle. There 
is an additional nearby 
single circle 

Two single circles, one approx 40' dia and the other approx 30' dia. 
The circles are surrounded by a 3' ring. 

usOOah Unknown 17thJul Owen Valley 
A set of five circles 

usOOad Unknown 3 1st Jul Linesville 
A series of circles. More info available 

usOOae Unknown SthAug Whiskey Hill, Woodburn 

usOOaf Unknown 15th 
Aug 

48 1-foot circular formation. Three 62-foot 
circles (not touching each other) arranged in a 
triangle shape surrounded by a three-scallop 
edged pathway about 4-foot wide. The edge of 
each circle intersected at a scallop edge 
indentation inward. The lay was all 

counter-clockwise in the outer path and in each circle. 
An additional report is available for this formation 

Thompson 
A circle with two curved paths either side (e) 
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County/ Crop Grid 

State type ref. 

Tennessee Wheat 

Virginia Rye Unknown 

Virginia Wheat Unknown 

Ohio Wheat 

Indiana Maize 

Pennsylvania Oats 
and 

Wheat 

Oregon Wheat 45N 1 0  

North 
Dakota 

Wheat 

122W48 



usOOaj Unknown 15th 
Aug 

usOOak Unknown 15th 

Aug 

usOOai 14th Aug 20th 
Aug 

Langdon 
A large circle joined to a ring via a short path. 
A small circle is inside the ring. 

Langdon 
A large circle and a smaller circle with a number �"' 
of paths and bars � • 

,= 
t;.?-
"'fl:-"'" "' 

........ . � � 

Between Whitefish and Kalispell 
A ring with three semi-circular paths leading out 
from the centre, forming a triangular formation. 
The end of each path ends in a ring. 

North Wheat 
Dakota 

North Wheat 
Dakota 

Montana Wheat 

Web Design & I nternet Consu ltancy 

Let us help you with your web presence 

Over 10 years networking experience. 

- Custom PERL and CGI programming for interactive web pages. 

Graphics and Image design, including scanning, logos and multi-platform 

compatibility. 

- Optimised for all web browsers, not just popular 'here today, gone tomorrow' 

ones.  

- Individually tailored to YOUR own needs. 

Contact us now at http://www.digitalphenomena.co.uk 
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.. Specta( o��CR "CO Ctubs and Shops . .  

Enigma is now available with a quantity 
discount for shops wishing to stock it, 
clubs who wish to pass savings onto their 

members, or raise funds for their local 

group. 

If you buy ten or more copies of a single 
issue, the price is just £1 .20 per issue. 
This represents a saving of BOp per issue 
and can raise £8. 00 profit for your club, or 
alternatively, provide your members with 
a good bargain. 

To take advantage of this offer simply 
order ten (or more) copies from the 
address below, enclosing a cheque for 
the relevant amount. 

I. R. C. U. P. UFO DA TA IASE 

The Independent Research Centre 
for Unexplained Phenomena now 
offer a complete catalogue of 
UFO, Crop Circle, Mars Face, 
Ancient Technology, Government 
Cover-ups and associated subjects 
database. This currently consists of 
over 1500 documents. 

A complete, up-to-dote index of all 
documents is now available for 
only £5. 00. 
Individual documents con then be 
ordered for varying prices 
(depending upon the length, at 
25p per A4 page + postage) 


